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organizations such as advertisers. Products Automotive Sensors Automotive Sensors Littelfuse
Automotive Sensor Products offer a wide range of sensors for use in monitoring various
vehicular functions in the areas of passenger safety, comfort and convenience plus vehicle
powertrain, chassis and emission applications. Chassis Comfort and Convenience. Emissions
Passenger Safety. Powertrain xEV Sensors. Littelfuse battery management devices provide
methods of conserving battery power, protecting against over-discharge, combining and
protecting auxiliary equipment such as liftgate motors. Littelfuse battery mini-Breakers provide
battery cell protection for high-capacity Lithium Polymer and prismatic cells. Metal Hybrid
Protection. Electrical sockets, plugs and coils used for connection of a truck and trailer on
commercial vehicles or caravans for 12 and 24V systems. Connector Accessories Greycon
Connectors. Common Mode Noise Filters CMF attenuate common mode noise in differential and
balanced transmission, and power supply and audio lines. Littelfuse offers a comprehensive
line of fuse blocks, fuse holders, and fuse accessories for automotive, electronic, and electrical
markets. Fusible Switches and Panels Fusible Switches and Panels Provide a complete,
one-piece solution for easy procurement and code compliance. Dissipate high voltage
transients through a contained plasma gas with high surge capability, low capacitance and
small size. Magnetic sensing products utilizing Reed and Hall Effect technologies, with custom
solutions available. Low capacitance polymer base product for protecting high speed data
circuit from ESD damage and maintaining data integrity. Polymer-enhanced, precision Zener
diodes that offer resettable protection against multi-Watt fault events without the need for
multi-Watt heat sinks. Power Semiconductors Power Semiconductors High reliability power
semiconductors utilize the latest technology. Stacks, Subsystems, and Assemblies Bare Die. TD
and Chip Telecom. Our surge protection devices SPDs and modules are designed to provide
protection from transient overvoltage. They are thermally-protected and built with high-quality,
dependable materials. Features manually-operated, foot-operated, and mechanically-operated
switches; and switches operated by temperature or pressure. Reliable standard and thermal
protected varistor, available in a variety of forms, surge current capability up to 70, Amp. Radial
Leaded Specialty Surface Mount. Thermally Protected. Custom Circuit Protection Solutions.
Electronic Testing Services. Need the Littelfuse equivalent to a competitor part? Enter the
competitor part number here. Check distributor stock levels by entering in full or partial part
numbers Cancel. Class K5 Fuses. Technical Resources. Connect with Littelfuse. This website
stores cookies on your device. Essential Performance and analytical technologies Functionality

Targeting or advertising. Always Active. Performance and analytical technologies. Targeting or
Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you agree and accept our terms and
conditions. Click to see full answer. Herein, what is a Class H fuse? A UL Class H fuse is a
non-current limiting, fuse that is rated to interrupt a minimum of 10, amps. The Class H fuse is a
one-time fuse that does not have any appreciable degree of time delay,. Class H fuses are rated
at either volts AC or volts. The industry has developed basic physical specifications and
electrical performance requirements for fuses with voltage ratings of V or less. These are known
as standards. If a type of fuse meets the requirements of a standard, it can fall into that class.
Class C fuses are not dimensionally or electrically interchangeable with other North American
fuses. They feature ceramic bodies and bolt-in mounting. They are for short-circuit protection
only, in motor controllers, for example, where overload protection is provided by an overload
relay. Class K5 Fuse. The UL Class K5 fuse is a non-current limiting, fuse that has an
interrupting rating, of 50, amps. It is a one time fuse , that does not have any appreciable degree
of time delay,. Class K5 fuses are rated at either volts AC or volts. What are Class J fuses used
for? A Class J fuse is a volt AC current limiting, fuse that is rated to interrupt a minimum of ,
amps. Bussmann and Littelfuse self-certify their Class J fuses to a , interrupting rating,. Class J
fuses are offered in fast acting, or time delay, versions. What are different types of fuses? The
body of the Blade Type Fuse is generally made up of plastic and the two conducting Blade Type
Plates are fixed to the fuse element. Blade Type Fuses are generally used in Automobiles. What
is a Class G fuse? Class G Fuse. The type G fuse meets the NEC, requirements for branch
circuit, protection. What is class T fuse? A Class T fuse is a fast acting, current limiting, fuse
that is rated to interrupt a minimum of , amps. Type T Fuse ampere ratings range from1 to amps.
What is the difference between rk1 and rk5 fuses? RK1 fuses can provide better protection
because they allow less damaging energy to pass through them while opening blowing. What
do the letters on fuses mean? Style means the construction and dimensions size of the fuse.
Following the style is a letter that represents the voltage rating of the fuse G. In the example
shown, the voltage ratings is G, which means the fuse should be used in a circuit where the
voltage is volts or less. What is class R fuse? The use of Class R fuse holders is thus an
important safeguard. What is a ABC fuse? What are the 3 types of fuses? The low voltage fuses
are divided into five types such as rewirable, cartridge, drop out, striker and switch fuses. Image
Source. Rewirable Fuses. Cartridge type Fuses. D-type Cartridge Fuse. Link Type Fuse. Blade
and Bolted type Fuses. How do I choose a fuse? How to Choose the Right Fuse Identify the type
of voltage that is being protected. Observe the amperage of the electrical circuit that the fuse
will be protecting. Size the fuse to its particular holder. Inspect the fuse for internal element
replacement. Use a fuse that has an inspection window. How do you read a fuse? A higher
reading indicates a bad or degraded fuse. A reading of OL Over Limit definitely means a blown
fuse. If the fuse is blown, replace the fuse with one that is exactly the same see panel. What
does ka mean? So this is the Interrupting Rating, or you could say the Instant Rating. If it says
KA on it, then it takes , amps to blow that fuse instantly, no delay at all. What are the different
types of car fuses? Every car uses fuses to protect the vehicle's wiring and electrical system
components. The Mini is the most common fuse type, based on our observations. How does a
fuse work? The fuse breaks the circuit if a fault in an appliance causes too much current to flow.
This protects the wiring and the appliance if something goes wrong. The fuse contains a piece
of wire that melts easily. If the current going through the fuse is too great, the wire heats up
until it melts and breaks the circuit. Have any Question? Let us answer it! What is the
conclusion of reading? How do I know if I drove in the congestion zone? Co-authors Circuit
protection has become more complex than it once was. Today's market is filled with such an
array of fuses there needs to be more detail and knowledge then there used to be for proper
selection. Thanks to sophisticated power distribution systems, there now needs to be
information providing more knowledge of fuse types, construction, and operation
characteristics. It's important to stay informed on the latest developments as new types,
constructions, characteristics, and classes are established. The following are standards which
are accepted and used as requirements by which manufacturers must design their fuses. These
standards are continuously being updated, it's important to refer to the latest version when
designing or constructing your next project. The following information is provided to analyze
several of these fuse classes, along with pertinent performance characteristics and ratings.
Class CC fuses. These non-renewable fuses are current-limiting and intended for the protection
of components sensitive to short-time overloads, non-inductive loads, and short-circuit
protection of motor circuits. Class CC fuses are available with DC ratings. The interrupting
rating is kA rms symmetrical. Class G fuses. These fuses were specifically created for use in
lighting and appliance panel boards that are equipped with a special fusible-switch unit. These
are non-renewable cartridge fuses that are for use only in AC circuits where interrupting ratings

to kA rms symmetrical are required. These can also be available with DC ratings. The innovative
design of this class of fuse was selected so as to prevent the interchangeability with any other
fuse class. Class G fuses are current-limiting and are able to be so labeled per UL , which
prescribes the maximum peak let-through and I2t let-through values permitted for this class of
fuse. The time delay test feature is optional. Class H fuses. This is a cartridge fuse and is
intended for general purpose branch circuit, lighting circuit, and the protection of non-inductive
equipment like electric ovens and resistance heaters. You can select from renewable and
non-renewable Class H fuses. The renewable fuses allow the user to replace the internal fusible
link after the fuse operates. All Class H units are tested for short-circuit requirements and are
available with DC ratings. The short-circuit power factors are relatively high: 0. The actual
short-circuit power factors encountered in typical installations are on the order of the above test
values, when the available short-circuit current is 10kA rms symmetrical or less. With respect to
the time delay feature of fuses, the renewable types cannot perform the time delay but the
non-renewable can. Class H fuses, both non-renewable and renewable, are often misapplied in
the electrical industry for a couple reasons. First, their minimal 10kA interrupting rating is easy
to exceed in an industrial plant or commercial building. Second, workers unfamiliar with the
differences between devices might be tempted to install more than one link in a renewable fuse.
Class J fuses. These non-renewable fuses are current-limiting and conform to Class J fuses are
available with DC ratings. Fuses with kA interrupting ratings are available. Class K fuses. Class
K fuses are available with DC ratings. The interrupting ratings may be 50kA, kA, or kA rms
symmetrical. Class K-1 fuses provide the best degree of current limitation. On the other hand,
Class K-5 fuses provide a lesser degree of current limitation. The standards requirements for
Class K fuses prescribe maximum peak let-through current and maximum I2t let-through energy
for each class and all are current-limiting fuses. Interestingly, these fuses cannot be labeled as
current limiting because they are interchangeable with Class H fuses, which are noncurrent
limiting. Class L fuses These non-renewable fuses are current-limiting and conform to They're
designed for the protection of feeders and service entrance equipment. Class L fuses are
available with DC ratings. Class R fuses are available with DC ratings. They have an interrupting
rating of kA rms symmetrical and are separated into two separate classes, RK1 and RK5. RK1
fuses are available with interrupting ratings of kA. Both RK1 and RK5 fuses are current-limiting
and meet standard-prescribed maximum peak instantaneous let-through current and maximum
I2t let-through energy requirements. This article may not be reproduced in part or in full without
the written permission of CableOrganizer. Shop Learn. Need help? Call It looks like JavaScript
has been either disabled or blocked in your current browser. Disabled JavaScript greatly
reduces the functionality of our site, so in order for you to enjoy the best browsing experience
possible, we recommend that you re-enable JavaScript, or disable any possible
JavaScript-blocking add-ons that you may have previously installed. In the meantime, if you
have any questions or would just prefer to place your order by phone, please call us toll-free at we'll be happy to help. Loading MiniCart. Estimate Shipping. Continue Shopping. Proceed to
Checkout. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a
retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Skip
to main content. About this product. Make an offer:. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. Fast-acting, nonindicating UL Class H and K5 fuses are for general purpose use in
existing installations that require a high-sensitivity, fast-blow fuse. These fuses are highly
sensitive to changes in current flow and don't tolerate temporary overload currents or power
surges, so they open within seconds of being exposed to overloads and short circuits. See all 8
brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product Identifiers Brand. Show
More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. See all 18 - All listings for this product. We have
ratings, but no written reviews for this, yet. Be the first to write a review. You may also like. AMP
Electrical Fuses. Bussmann Industrial Fuses. Bussmann Industrial Fuse Fuse Holders. Order
by:. Available to:. May have scratches or markings from sitting in storage. This auction is for a
New. Never used, Littelfuse. Comes in original box. If you purchase Thanks for looking. Store
Categories. Click to close full size. For warranty information. Item Specifics. Low Voltage.
Interrupt Rating. Body Material. Fuse Amps. Fuse Holder Code. Voltage Rating. Fast Acting.
Cylindrical Non-Rejection Indicating. Package Quantity. Not all products qualify for the above
Shipping Policy. Standard shipping rates will apply for all orders to Alaska and Hawaii. Any
charges incurred for hazardous materials or other special handling by the carrier must be paid
by the customer. Fuel surcharges may be applied. Returns If you are not satisfied for any
reason products may be returned within 30 days of shipment for a full credit or exchange

provided the product is undamaged Return documentation should clearly specify credit or
exchange. Returned items must be in the original packaging. All returns must include a return
authorization RA number that can be obtained by contacting our Customer Service Department
at BUY-ZORO Our customer services hours are Monday through Friday from 7am to 7pm central
Include a copy of the original order confirmation or packing slip with your RA paperwork as
proof of purchase. About Us Zoro has a simple mission. We help small business stay
competitive! We do this by offering. We can process your MasterCard. PayPalâ€”eBay's service
to make fast. Easy, and secure payments for your eBay purchases! Master card, Discover,
American Expresse, Check Limitation of Liability: In no event shall the Seller be liable for
incidental or consequential damages. Breach of warranty damages, or any other damages of
any kind, including damages alleged to arise out of Seller's negligence, as they relate to the use
or misuse of these items under any circumstances. Shipping Terms: Standard shipping will be
via U. Priority Mail in the United States which will take 2- 3 days to arrive- if you need your
purchase quicker. Please select a faster shipping service in the"Shipping and Payments" tab in
this listing. Foreign Shipping Terms: Shipments outside the U. Please be aware there may be
delays by Customs and Duties or Local Taxes imposed. Payment Terms: We accept PayPal.
Disclaimer: Supply Line Electric. Supply Line Electric, Inc. Designated trademarks, brand names
and logos appearing herein are the property of their respective owners. Powered by The free
listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items. Santa Clara.
Accessories, cables, etc. Please contact us before purchasin g. Contact us with any questions
at pm Est Please visit our other listings on eBay! Take a look at the pictures! All items sold
AS-IS. No guarantee that these still work. I have no idea what they are for or how to test them. If
you would like me to do a test to them before you buy them please let me know what to do. This
is 10 total old fuses. Look at the pictures for individual descriptions. Selling a few other old
fuses. Check out my other auctions. All are free shipping. Please pay as soon as possible after
the end of the auction. And I will ship as quick as I can. If you are bidding on multiple auctions
please send me a message so that I can combine on shipping. I have tried to describe this as
best I can. Please ask questions and bid with confidence! Thank you! Thank you for your
understanding. Also you will be responsible for returning the item in the same condition it was
sent and for the return shipping costs. Class K5. Items have been tested and are in good,
working condition. The item pictured is the item for sale. Item sold as-is. Thank you so much for
looking! This item is used. Tested, in good working condition! Pictures above are of actual item
for sale. Location W Lister: BW. If you have any questions or require more pictures. Please
contact me! Not what you are looking for? Visit our e-store! Powered by. However they have not
been tested. Thank you for shopping at Mamashobby! I am throwing in a FRS for free. Thanks
Posted with. If you have a question, ask. If it is not listed as NEW, then don't assume that it is. It
is sold as seen, as is. Unless an item specifically states that it has been tested, it has not been
tested. However, please understand that out business is rigging and we are not electrical
engineers. Most items were removed from working machines but are Feedback will only be left
if you leave positive feedback. EBAY has removed the sellers right to post anything other than
positive feedback and we feel that positive feedback should be mutually reciprocated. Lastly, if
you try to threaten use of negative feedback to get something that was not listed or a service
that was not listed, we will forward the request to EBAY without notice R28 S3 B2. However,
please understand that our business is rigging and we are not electrical engineers. Most items
were removed from working machines but are still sold AS IS. Lastly, if you try to threaten use
of negative feedback to get something that was not listed or a service that was not listed, we
will forward the request to EBAY without notice. R31 S3 B2. Please wait for an invoice prior to
making a payment. We try to describe every item the best that we can. Although we do have
experience in the tooling industry we don't know everything. Please ask questions and we will
be happy to respond quickly to clarify any questions. Combined Shipping- We do combine
shipping. Please wait for an invoice after purchase and we will invoice you at the lowest
possible cost for the type Returns are accepted if item is not as described in our ad. We must be
notified within 14 days of receiving item. Shipping fees are non-refundable unless we have
made a mistake in our listing. Concerning calibration of items; no items are calibrated unless
otherwise noted. It is expected that the buyer will have the item calibrated if needed. Customer
satisfaction is very important to us. Please email us with any issue you may have and we will do
our best to address any concern and make you happy. If you do not have a Paypal account. We
will accept a cashiers and company checks. Item will be shipped after the check clears our
bank. Local pick-up and delivery: Items may be picked-up at our location if desired. Please
make arrangements for pick-up in advance. If requested, at no additional charge unless they are
over 80 pounds. If we say the item works. Then it was tested to the best of our ability. All items
and contents are described to the best of our ability. We will try to answer all questions in a

timely manner. Payment Payment is due within 4 business days of purchase. ALL payments are
processed for fulfillment on the next business day. We can not control shipment times after we
ship. Most items With a tracking number and automatic claim protection. If our ship center
ships via USPS. The item will have a delivery confirmation number which can be used to track
your order. Unless requested otherwise. The cheapest option offered will be quoted which is
most often USPS first class mail international. Most International shipments do not
have"tracking" numbers. Only customs form numbers which are not useful for online tracking.
Returns Unless otherwise stated. If you feel we have grossly misdescribed an item. An RMA can
be requested. If issued. We will offer to repair or replace your item with another item as close to
the original description as possible within 5 business days of it's return OR we will issue store
credit for any item in our store for the total sale price including shipping and handling, good for
30 days. In all cases. The buyer pays for return shipping. Any return that does not have an. DW
Fusetron Dual Element. Info on the types of fusses are below. Class , File , C Features and
Benefits selective coordination ratio within RK5 fuse family prevents electrical shutdowns from
extending beyond the failed circuit. Insulated end caps for A fuses reduces exposure to live
parts and extends air gap to distance between blades of adjacent mounted fuses or to housing.
Easy upgrade for one-time and renewable fuses installations. You now have the opportunity to
upgrade your circuit protection and save even more. Open fuse indication available on amp
ratings. See Data Sheet below for details. Sold as is. Please see pictures. Thank you for looking
at my auction. If you have any questions please ask before bidding. If you would like to see
more pictures. We're not happy We try our best to accurately describe the item listed in this
auction- size. Color, material it's made of, etc. If you have ANY questions about this item.
Oberfrank Industrial Surplus has established itself as a reputable source for new surplus and
top quality used industrial parts. The item may be cosmetically different then the item you are
buying. Details such as color. Installed options or condition are described below. For example if
the picture is of a red item and the details describe a green item then you will receive a green
item. The packaging may have minor dirt. Dust, writing, etc on it. NNB, New surplus with no
factory box. The item may have minor shelf wear. In some cases. The item may be a pull from a
cabinet that was never installed. LNC, Used. Working in good condition with any notes in listed
above. In some cases if you are buying many of one item. The total cost calculated maybe
higher then you will be charged. If you are paying via paypal we will refund the overage. If you
are not paying via paypal, please e-mail us for your total. Shipping To: Cost for one: Cost for
each add'l: Will be shipped via:. Please look at my other items. Will only ship to US address.
Including the Global shipping program Powered by The free listing tool. Model: NOS, V, 40 A
Please take a look at all of the provided photos before placing your bid to thoroughly inspect
the lot contents and condition. Item Condition: Used- This item is untested. Buyer will be
responsible for the cost of return shipping. Listed for M. Located at: EBA-4 Shipping weight is
1lbs. Tennessee residents will be charged 9. We have offices in both California and Tennessee
and are required to charge tax to any shipment sent anywhere in either state. We reserve the
right to refuse other payment types at our discretion. We make our decision on a case by case
basis. Due to previous problems with some foreign credit cards. After your item has shipped.
We will email you the tracking info. When you buy an item it will not be listed as a"gift" It will be
valued at exactly the price you paid. YOU must be aware that customs duties Import Taxes
could be due when the shipment enters your country. Due to the various levels of service and
care provided by the different postal services around the world. We cannot guarantee delivery
outside the United States. Insurance is strongly suggested or may be required. We are happy to
refund the cost of the item only, less any eBay fees and shipping costs. If you still want the
item, we are willing to try and re-ship; this will require you to pay the applicabl. To make your
purchase as simple and easy as possible. Please refer to the store policies listed below.
Payment We accept the following forms of payment: PayPal- We will ship to the address
provided on your PayPal payment only. Credit Cards Visa. We will not mark as a gift in any
circumstance. Shipping cost does not include import taxes. Duties or brokerage fees, these
charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your customs office to determine what
additional cost my apply. If you purchase other items we will put them in the same box if they
can be shipped securely and safely together. Shipping cost at checkout will show the combined
charges but additional charges may apply if needed. Please wait to make your payment until
you have purchased all items. You have 3 days from the end of the first purchase to add
additional items to your order. All of your purchases will be consolidated into one checkout with
one payment. Customer Service. Pictured are a set of 4 Buss LPS 90 blade type fuses that were
removed from an installation that was being eliminated and are in good condition. Wire
Transfers are typically for larger dollar items and may have fees associated with them. We
accept both domestic and international wire transfers. Please contact us if you wish to pay by

Wire Transfer. Items will not be shipped until wire transfer has cleared, Combined Orders- If you
are combining an order. Please do not pay until we have sent you a combined invoice to insure
that you are being charged correctly, Expedited Shipping- If the item you are purchasing does
not have an expedited shipping option and you Phone Numbers- A phone number is required
for international and freight shipments; please provide this with your payment. Free Shipping is
for domestic orders only and will be shipped via the carrier of our choice depending on the
weight and destination. Excluding Puerto Rico. Freight Shipping, Items weighing over lbs will be
palletized and shipped via freight carrier. We get very good rates on freight shipments. Please
use the shipping calculator to determine shipping costs. Shipping to a commercial location with
loading dock or forklift is always the cheapest option for freight. A phone number is required for
all Freight Shipments, Expedited Delivery is available for both domestic and international upon
request. If the item does not have an option for expedited shipping please e-mail for quote
please include zip code Sometimes you can expect us to change the listing to include the
shipping to make it easier. Handling Time is normally only 1 business day. Please use the
shipping calculator to determine transit times. Holidays are an exceptio. We do not ship to P.
International customers are responsible for all duties. Taxes, and tariffs. There will be no
refunds for refused shipments. Shipping prices are as stated in the auction and is standard to
all buyers. We combine shipments when applicable. Due to our pick-up schedule. Please ask
any questions before purchasing item s Returns are only accepted for items that are D. On Mar
at PDT. And no reasonable one refused! All Tested for continuity and will be in good working
order. I have other sizes listed. I can do better than my ebay price. Thanks Again. Unless
specifically stated above. My choice, but as a general rule, UPS seems to save you money on
heavy items. All the best, Please supersize pics and Any questions. Please just ask. This is a lot
of 3 25 amp K5 fuses by Buss and Littlefuse. They were changed out for a different amperage
and are in great working order. On Apr at PDT. Seller added the following information:. Please
ask any questions before purchasing item s Returns are only accepted for items that are We are
more than happy to leave our customers feedback for each transaction. If you feel as though
you have not had an excellent experience with us. Please contact us via eBay Messages prior to
leaving negative feedback. We are more than happy to work with you to the best of our abilities
to resolve any and all issue that you may have had with our transaction. If you need to return an
item. Please contact us via eBay Messages within 30 days and we guaranty that we will take
care of the issue in Returns must be received in the same condition as they were sent in. As per
eBay policy, we will issue a refund upon receipt and processing of the returned item. Please
allow at least one business day Monday through Friday for your return to be precessed. You will
be contacted via eBay Messages in the rare occurrence that additional handling charges are
necessary. We have been in business since and selling on eBay since Most items ship the same
day. If you need this order rushed shipped. Please call or email with your requests. Blade Type
50 Amp. It will ship via freight, your freight company or mine. Please email for a freight quote.
Please include your zip code. If your ship to address is a commercial or residential address and
if you have a fork lift or loading dock. Payment We accept Paypal. Visa, Mastercard or American
Express. Postal Money Orders and Cashiers Checks. Personal checks need to clear 10 business
days upon receipt. Lot of 2 Gampak 30 amp class k5 cf30 fusesK5. Lot of 3 MISC. On May at
PDT. Seller added the following information: 0fe. I assume they are new since they tested ok. If
you have any questions. Please contact me. Lot of 2 Monarch 30 amp class K5 fuses. Lot of 2
Monarch 30 amp class K5 fuses g6. Tested good Check out my! Be sure to add me to your! This
listing is for a lot of six fuses. Please note that we Kellan Inc are a commercial and industrial
surplus product dealer. We acquire our products from company closures. Obsolete systems,
government Unless otherwise indicated, all products include our day warranty. However, most
products do not include a"manufacturer's warranty" Products are tested to the best of our
abilities. This can include a power-up test. Navigating menus, performing simple operational
tests, etc. However, we do guarantee and warranty all of our products unless otherwise
advertised"as is" broken" etc. This period begins on the delivery date. This gives the customer
enough time to receive, inspect, and test the product- to make sure the product is satisfactory.
If there are any issues, please contact us. We present our surplus products as accurately as
possible. Please note that our products only include the pictured items. If an item is not in the
picture i. Electrode, original packaging, etc. That rule applies to"new in box" and"new, no box"
items. Sometimes, if the original packaging has a lot of shelf-wear, we will discard it. If you hav.
The buyer agrees that: All items are shipped without insurance. It is the buyers responsibility to
let us know if they want insurance on the item. The buyer agrees that if no insurance is
purchased and the item is not received or received damaged that no claim shall be brought
against the seller. We only ship to PayPal confirmed street addresses. No exceptions. The buyer
agrees that once we have delivered and shipped the item at USPS. The buyer agrees to

indemnify and hold harmless the seller from any claims arising out of any conditions after the
item has been delivered to the place of shipment. We only ship to the continental United States.
The shipping price quoted is for the continental United States Only. All other locations will be
charged extra. Out of county buyers agree to pay any additional charges that we ask them to
pay including but not limited to import duties. Shipping costs, packaging costs, time costs, and
other costs. All our items are wholesale. Overstock, unclaimed, foreclosure purchase or salvage
goods. Most boxes have been opened for inspection and photos. If items are listed as new they
may not come with original packaging. The buyer agrees there will be no refunds for any
reason. Shipping to the continental US only. Payment must be received within 2 calendar days
of auction close. Please Ask! Inventory J Items will not be shipped until wire transfer has
cleared Combined Orders- If you are combining an order. Please do not pay until we have sent
you a combined invoice to insure that you are being charged correctly Expedited Shipping- If
the item you are purchasing does not have an expedited shipping option and you wish to use
expedited Freight Shipping Items weighing over lbs will be palletized and shipped via freight
carrier. A phone number is required for all Freight Shipments Expedited Delivery is available for
both domestic and international upon request. Holidays are an exception Flat Rate boxes-.
While you are here. Check out the other auctions I have on eBay for more unusual and
interesting items. Multiple purchases generally can be shipped together to save you some
money on shipping. Be sure to scroll down to see more photos. Please email me. This and all
the other electrical items came from the inventory of an electrical contractor. Used maybe But it
checks out OK. For V or less. I try to describe items as best I can through research and personal
knowledge. If I have made a mistake in the description. Or if anyone wishes to enlighten me
more about this, I would appreciate it so I can pass it along. Please view all the photos and
e-mail any questions you may have. I try and let my photos show actual condition of the item.
Be cautious of light glare or flash glare Please read the text of this entire auction. Small print
may save big headaches. You can to see my other auctions. Most times I can combine shipping
from to save you a few bucks. Buyer to pay calculated cost for USPS shipping and proper
packaging. On items that are shipped to other countries. Email me if you have any questions on
shipping. Please read above for full auction details before bidding. This is a smoke free house.
Thank you. I will gladly ship to International buyers. If you pay directly from the auction page or
eBay end-of-auction email. I WILL refund your money. Import Duties, Taxes and other possible
charges are not included in the item price, or in the shipping and handling costs. These charges
are the buyer's responsibility. Dual element. Time delay, Class K5 fuse. This fuse has been
tested for continuity with ohm meter. Checked out fine. These were used interchangeably. All
are in working condition. Ebay's checkout does not process merchant card payments. My desk
phone I am not always available here Our Store Phone Shipping Store Returns are accepted
within 30 days of purchase. Email for return authorization. We Charge no handling fee and add
only packing material weight. We use the ebay shipping calculator. All shipping should be
actual shipping charges only. If you feel something is inaccurate in the shipping contact us
through ebay and we will check shipping cost. There should be 3 shipping options available to
you. Only the Questions about an item email or call Local pick up is also allowed at the
business location M-F 9am-7pm Sat 10am-2pm. Please call to make arrangements. Powered by
SixBit's eCommerce Solution. FRN This item is used. Tested, and in good working condition.
Please contact us if you require any specific series, software versions, or firmware before your
purchase. Due to the multiple quantities available, you may not receive the item pictured in the
ad above. After winning an item in auction or completing a Buy It Now purchase. You have two
check-out options: Check-Out Now! Click the at the top of this listing to immediately proceed
with our checkout and payment process. Check-Out Later If you do You will be notified by eBay
via e-mail that you are the winning bidder. There is no need to contact us to arrange payment.
We will automatically send you an e-mail within three hours of an auction closing. Our message
will contain a link to our simple and secure checkout system, where you will be able to quickly
and conveniently pay for your purchase. You may also continue purchasing additional items
from our auctions or eBay store. You have 1 day from the end of the first purchase to add
additional items to your order. Make sure all of your auctions have ended prior to checking out.
All of your purchases will be consolidated into one checkout! Payment We accept the following
forms of payment. PayPal Sales Tax If you have questions regarding the amount of tax you will
be charged on your purchase. Please feel free to contact us. Shipping As a company that has
been built on excellent customer service. We know that getting your item as quickly as possible
is extremely important. As all of our products are in stock and on the shelf, we have the ability
to get each and every product out to you within hours if needed. Due to the increasing
consumer dem. KON3 This item is used. Due to the increasing consumer demand for fast
reliable deli. Click Here. Double your traffic. Plus you get free Expedited or Standard Shipping.

Relays, contactors, fuses, molded case switches, switch gears, communication cables and
contactors, video, computers accessories,ect. This is priced to sell with most of it free shipping.
Items are used showing normal signs of wear. They are in proper working condition and will be
tested prior to shipping to ensure they arrive not DOA. Picture may not represent actual items
shipped. Every effort will be made to ensure you receive three like brand fuses. However this
can not be guaranteed. We have thousands of fuses that we are trying to sell to free up space in
our warehouse. We offer deep shipping discounts on multiple lots purchased. Be sure to Check
out my! If you have any questions please let me know. Please ask any questions before
purchasing item s Returns are On Feb at PST. Product Specifications. Final combined shipping
rates will depend on item weight and dimensions. We can send a combined invoice for items
purchased within 1 week. If we cannot send a combined invoice. We will still honour our
combined shipping discount. These discounts will be reflected on your additional invoice. We
ship items within 1 Business Day of receiving cleared payments. We can ship through express
or overnight UPS service at buyer's expense. Our daily shipping cut-off is PM Eastern Time. We
only offer Collect If the item is to be shipped via Freight. Please contact us for a shipping quote.
You may also choose to have your shipment picked up by your carrier. We will palletize, strap
and shrink-wrap your shipment. We offer a 7 day courtesy holding period for our clients, but
shipments are subject to storage fees after 7 days. Taxes, and charges are not included in the
item price or shipping cost. Please check with your country's customs office to determine what
these additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. For shipping inquiries. Please contact
customer support at: 1. Bid with confidence as we put customer satisfaction as our 1 priority.
We pride ourselves on our ability to resolve issues and offer an amazing buying experience to
all our customers. All our items are guaranteed to be as pictured in the listing. And in working
condition, unless specified otherwise. Our titles and description may contain inaccurate
information, so please refer to pictures to determine condition and specifications of an item.
NRI is not responsible for technical sp. Due to the increasing consumer demand for fast reliable
delivery o. Location: W Lister: Welcome to our eBay store! Check-Out Later If you do not
choose to Due to the increasing consumer demand for fast rel. You will Due to the increasing
consumer demand for fast reliable delivery of produc. Due to the increasing consumer demand
for fast reliable deliver. Due to the increasing consumer demand for fast reliable. Due to the
increasing consumer demand for fast reliable d. Due to the increasing consumer demand for
fast reliable de. Due to the increasing consumer demand for fast reliabl. Check-Out Later If you
do not choose Due to the increasing consumer demand for fast. Out of Stock. In Stock.
Industrial Controls. Sensing, Safety and Connectivity. Variable Frequency Drives. Cabinet,
Racks and Enclosures. Cable Management and Network Pathway. Copper Cable - Voice and
Data. Copper Connectivity. Copper Patch Cords. Fiber Connectivity. Fiber Patch Cables and
Jumpers. Installation Tools and Network Testers. Raceway Low Voltage. Battery and
Flashlights. Channel Strut and Raceway Duct. Conduit and Ground Rods. Conduit Bodies.
Conduit Fittings and Connectors. Device Boxes. Distribution Equipment. Enclosures
Non-Metallic. Heating and Ventilation. Tools, Meters and Testers. Wire and Cable. Wire
Connectors, Lugs and Terminals. Wire Installation and Management. Wiring Devices. Connected
Lighting and Controls. Indoor Lighting. LED Lamps. Outdoor Lighting. Recessed Cans. Power
Transmission. Belt, Sheaves and Pulleys. Chains and Sprockets. Clutches and Brakes.
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Gearmotors. Pipe, Tube and Hose Fittings. Valves and Actuators. Safety and Consumables.
Featured Safety and Consumables. Janitorial Supplies. Welding Supplies. Safety and Workwear.
Solar Energy. Solar Accessories. Solar Inverters. Solar Racking. Sign Out. Per page:. Grid List
Table. Eaton Bussmann Inc. Add to Wishlist. Add To Cart Add to Wishlist. One-Time OTS
general purpose fuses provide low cost protection for feeder and branch-circuits serving
lighting, heating, and other non-motor loads. OTS fuses will safely interrupt available short
circuit currents up to 50, amperes in all ratings. OTS fuses are not rejection fuses and care
should be taken to ensure that replacement fuses do not have lower interrupting ratings than
original fuses. Germany Deutschland Deutsch. USA English. Your country is not in the list? Go
to our international website: Mersen EP International website. See all references in this series.
Ask an expert Where to buy. Self-certified for DC per UL Easy to read imprint label for quick
recognition and replacement Low cost for high protection value Less specifications. More
specifications. Applications Feeders Branch circuits Resistive heating Residential and small
commercial installations. Product Specifications Frequency Hz. More specifications Fewer
specifications. Item number - Catalog No. Ampere rating. Fuse size. Total Clearing I2t. Indication
System Any No Yes. Product weight. Asc Desc. See product. JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. Please call one of our knowledgeable customer service representatives who can help

you get the items you need quicker! Estimated lead times are based on normal buying patterns.
Many times if this does not meet your requirements we can bypass normal buying cycles and
get your parts on order right away after confirming availability with the manufacturer.
Depending on your delivery requirements there might be freight charges involved. Should there
be added freight charges incurred you will be notified of this at the time you place your order.
Lead times can often be improved by shipping direct from the manufacturer to your location.
Because of the various associations we belong to we have relationships with many distributors
around the country which makes our ability to find alternate sources a viable option as it
pertains to hard to find items. Many times our experienced representatives can offer an
alternate part that will work for your application. This could be anything from suggesting an
equivalent part in another manufacturer to offering you a part with slightly different features that
will satisfy your need. Your company account is blocked and you cannot place orders. If you
have questions, please contact your company administrator. E-mail address if you'd like a
response. Sender Name. Sender Email. Recipient Name. Recipient Email. Class K5 One Time
Fuses. Show 16 32 Add to My Lists Compare. Brand Bussmann. Part NON Customer Part. EA
CT. Qty Intervals:. Availability: 9 ea. Qty Breaks Available. View Alternates. Availability: 5 ea.
Part NOS Availability: 2 ea. Part KOS EA BX. Availability: 1 ea. Availability: 0 ea. Part KON Part
KON5. Part OT Narrow Results. Expediting Estimated lead times are based on normal buying
patterns. Direct Ship Lead times can often be improved by shipping direct from the
manufacturer to your location. Alternative Sources Because of the various associations we
belong to we have relationships with many distributors around the country which makes our
ability to find alternate sources a viable option as it pertains to hard to find items. Substituting
Many times our experienced representatives can offer an alternate part that will work for your
application. Time is money; we get that! We aim to please! Remember Me. Register Login for
Demo Forgot Password. Our new mobile-friendly site is in beta! In-Stock: available check your
location. Thank you for visiting Elliott Electric Supply online. Your feedback is important to us
and is greatly appreciated. Suggest Your Changes Cancel. You can select multiple categories
by holding the Ctrl-key while clicking. The problem: In a few words. Description: In more detail.
Your suggested image preview:. Send Suggestion Cancel. Submit Cancel. All Rights Reserved.
Elliott Electric Supply. X Try It No Thanks. Eaton Drives, generators, breakers, transfer switches,
contacts, coils, sensors, meter sockets. Cooper Wiring Devices Wallplates, lamp sockets,
receptacles, harnesses, plugs. Cooper Bussmann Fuses, blocks, accessories. Lithonia Light
fixtures, lamps, industrial, LED, emergency, exit signs. Bridgeport Fittings, conduit connectors,
hangers, hardware, clamps, bushings, straps. Browse All Brands. Buy Now. QTY: Each. We
appreciate your assistance in improving our software. It helps us serve you even better! Edit
Mode: Please login to suggest improvements for this item. Thank you for your suggestions!
Location search:. View Store. Choose new parent categories Select the category ies that you
wish to link this item to. Suggest a new slang term for K0N30 Type in the slang term you'd like
to suggest. Link Slang Term. The problem: In a few words Description: In more detail. Upload
File Preview. URL Preview. Submitting Your Suggestion Please wait until the operation is
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